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instruments and many VXI instruments recognize a variety of message-based command strings. 2. Type a command in the Send string field, such as the *idn identification query. Refer to your instrument documentation to determine which message-based strings it recognizes. 3. Test
the communication by simulating a write to the file. For example, to simulate an application read from the file, use the rlen command. Testing Instrument Communication Measurement Studio makes it easy to test communication so you can verify that your instrument is working. 1.

Open the Test property page. From this property page, you can write and read message-based commands. All serial and GPIB instruments and many VXI instruments recognize a variety of message-based command strings. 2. Type a command in the Send string field, such as the *idn
identification query. Refer to your instrument documentation to determine which message-based strings it recognizes. 3. Test the communication by simulating a write to the file. For example, to simulate an application read from the file, use the rlen command. 5ec8ef588b
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